and the eigenvalues of dq, restricted to T', resp. T", resp. T", are, in absolute value,= 1, resp. < 1, resp. > 1. The fixed point 0 of IJJ is called hyperbolic if dim(T') = 0. We shall consider the parfiall,v h,vperbolic case where dim(T') # 0 and dim(T' @ T") # 0. Such partially hyperbolic fixed points arise for example as fixed points of the time t integral of a vectorfield where : (I) .~r, . . , x,, y,, . . , y,, z,, , z, are coordinate functions on R"; n = c + s + u;
'Vi' (2) all eigenvalues of _ i 1 &Yi in (or = . = x, = 0) have absolute value one; (3) all eigenvalues of (aij(O, , 0)) have absolute value < 1; (4) all eigenvalues of (6,,(0, . , 0)) have absolute value > 1. Definition I. If a diffeomorphism cp has the above form with respect to the coordinates (-x1, . ..> -J we say that (q; x,, . ~ z,) is in standurrijkm.
If cp has the above form, with respect to (x1, . . . , z,,), only in a neighbourhood of the fixed point we say that (9; x,, . . 2,) is locally in standardform. The integer valued function /I is the function which assigns to a pair ((dq),, , k) the --smallest integer p((dq),, , k) for which IV . W * iir-8((dv)o.k) < 1 for all r I k (Iv', XI and ,i are functions of (dq),). Because E > I, B((dq),, , k) is always finite; also j?((dp), , k) > k.
The function CL assigns to a pair ((dq)O, k) the smallest integer a((dp)O, k) for which R . I? . Z-a((dr)o~k) < 1 for all r < o((dq), , k).
Remark.
Suppose a splitting
To(W) = T" @ T" @ T" is given. Consider the set L(T', T", T") of those linear automorphisms
of [w" which leave T', T' and T" invariant and whose eigenvalues on T', T"and T" are, in absolute values, = I, < 1 and > I. For any given k, the set of elements A E L(TC, T", T") which satisfy the Sternberg cc((dA), , k)-condition is open and dense. If, for some diffeomorphism cp: (R", 0) -+ (5X", 0), the derivative belongs to that open and dense subset of L(T', T', T"), then 43 satisfies the assumptions of our theorem. Hence one can say that "generically" the assumptions in our theorem are satisfied.
Remark. For the case where dim T' = 0, i.e. in the hyperbolic case, we get a weakened form of Sternberg's theorem [j] . From Hartman's theorem, generalized by Hirsch, Pugh and Shub, it follows that for every partially hyperbolic fixed point there is a CO-change of coordinates which brings it in normal form.
The main theorem will follow from the next three propositions: The Propositions 1, 2 and 3 are proved in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 4 we formulate the analogue of our main theorem for a partially hyperbolic zero point of a vectorfield and indicate how the proof for that case can be obtained from the proof for diffeomorphisms. In Section 5 we give an application to hyperbolic closed orbits. Our result there is that, in a neighbourhood of a generic closed orbit of a vectorfield, the \,ectorfield is "linear" with respect to suitable Ck-coordinates.
I would like to thank R. Thorn for suggesting to me the problem treated in this paper. In conversations with C. C. Pugh and M. Shub I learned about techniques which they developed in treating similar problems [I] , [2] ; these techniques were basic for the proof of the Propositions 2 and 3.
THE PROOF OF PROPOSITIOX 1
By the invariant manifold theorems [2] , we can choose coordinates x1, . . . Remark. We may assume that the above coordinate system is Cm for any m < co; here it is enough to assume that m is large compared with N. Proof. We shall prove the lemma by induction on r; first we do the induction step, then we give the proof for r = 1. where p,, . , pC and ql, . . . , q,, are homogeneous polynomials of degree r in ~3,. . . . , wk.
Because the set of homogeneous polynomials is a vector space we can give n;'( [xl,_,) the structure of a vector space. We take [S] , as the origin in TC;~([X(]~_~) (3 is the linear embedding). (6) General cnse. We reduce the general case to the diagonal case by "complexifying". We first remark that almost everything which has been done in the proof of the induction step up to now also makes sense if we replace the reals everywhere by the complex numbers (because we mainly worked with polynomials).
The only thing which must be changed is cp: we replace it by a polynomial map which has the right r-jet. The eigenvalues of q!Fr are the same for the two cases (real and complex), so it is enough to compute them for the complex case. By the Jordan normal form theorem, there are, for every E > 0, linear coordinate transformations
(Xii Yij and Zij E C), such that, with respect to X,, . . . , 2,) (dq), is in Jordan normal form with pI, . . . , pC, I.,, . , E., on the diagonal and with off diagonal terms 0 and E.
The eigenvalues of Cp, are independent of such coordinate changes, so they are independent of the above E; so we may assume E = 0 (the eigenvalues of (Pk depend continuously on (dq), ). Now we are back in the "diagonal case" for which we proved hyperbolicity.
Proof for r = 1. There is only one element [r]r E VI which can be represented by an embedding with image tangent to T'@ T". The hyperbolicity of [rl]r as a fixed point of p, is the only thing we have to prove. This means that for every P in WC, sufficiently close to the origin, we have a class of /-jets of embeddings (W", 0) ---*(R", P) representing p;'(P). Now we choose the coordinate system x1', . . . , z,' such that:
(1) It has the property described in the introduction of this paragraph (in particular ()'t' = . . . = yS' = 0) is locally invariant under cp); (2) for each P E W', close enough to the origin, p;'(P) is represented by the affine embedding (affine with respect to x1', . . , I,'):
where
Because W*' is very differentiable we may assume that x1', . , z,' is CN.
By the local invariance of W *c it follows that, for some neighborhood U, of the origin, ~oIU,=Sqo[U,+R~(U,where(Sqo;x~',..., z,') is in standard form, and Rqo, as well as its derivatives up to order 1, are zero along WC. This proves Proposition 1.
43.

THE PROOF OF PROPOSITIONS 2 AND 3
We assume that the map cp, the coordinates x1, . . . , z, and the " splitting cp = &p + Rv " are as in the assumptions of Proposition 2. 
Dejitlition 3.3 (thefiber metrics).
We want to define in each fiber of rrr r 2 I a metric. For this purpose we first choose a (Euclidean) metric on W" (this metric will be specified for X E T#Y), where Exp, : T,(W) -+ R" is the usual exponential map. We take where / ( is the norm of a vector with respect to our Euclidean metric on R". The limit is finite because [p, a,], and [p, az], are in the same fiber of 7-r, and hence the (r -I)-jet of 3 1. z is zero. The limit is determined by the r-jet of 8,. z and hence determined by the r-jets of Go and c2 in p. The proof that p, is really a metric (triangle inequality etc.) is left to the reader.
The metric p. on fibers of n, is defined by p,([p, a, lo, [p, G&J =p(p(Gl), ~(a~)); p is the distance in R" defined by the Euclidean metric. 
Proof. Follows immediately from the definitions.
The metric on iw". We define for p E W'" the following numbers: fi, = II(d~)Jl 'VP = IId((G4-'),I1
and (for p # )V' = p(Sq(p), rvy (p(p, Iv))-' ", = \for p E WC = lim inf(fi,,).
;:;ry C P'_P (W"', WC etc. have here the same meaning as in Section 2). They are, forp = origin, closely related with the invariants R, m and Gi, defined in Section 1, which depend only on the eigenvalues of (d(p),-, . In fact, for every E > 0, we can choose our Euclidean metric on R" so that fiO < l%? + E, lq,, < m + E and ZI, > rii -E. According to the definition of z((dp),, k) and j?((dq), , k) (Section 1) we know that I%?-,, . Eir*((d'P)o~k) < 1 for all r < P ((dq),, , k) . Hence it follows that we can choose a metric on KY such that fi, . Nor . fi'-'f(d~)o~k) <p for some fixed 1' < 1 and all r 5 ~ ((d~&, , k) . From now on we assume that our metric on R"is fixed and is such that theabove inequalities are satisfied; the fiber metrics (Definition 3.3) are also assumed to be derived from this metric on w". From now on /L will always stand for the fixed constant in the above inequality. It is clear that there is a small neighborhood of 0 in which cp is not changed. Also the new CJI satisfies the conditions in the assumptions of Proposition 2. We may, and do, assume that b is so small that for any three points p, q and v in WC and r 5 /?((dq), , k) we have iii P . hi' . f~~-~(("+')~*~) <p where p < 1 is the constant which occurred in the discussions 4 on the metric on KY. From now on cp, .Scp and Rq will refer to the functions after the above modification.
We define I?, c WC" to be the closed 6 neighbourhood of WC in WC". We can choose 6 so small that for all, p, q and c' E x, and r I p((dp)O, k) we have ii?, . fl, . 6ir-'((dq)o*k) <p; p as above. From now 6 as above is fixed.
LEMht.4 3.5. Let [p, a,], and [p, 02'Jr be two jers in the same fiber of' 71, with p, Q(p), a,(p), CT&) E 17, but p q! W', and r < fi((dq),, , k); then: P,(Q',CP? OIL > WP> ad,) . ww(P), w)r-a((drp)o* k, < /J . P,(CP, u,l, L-P, g21) . P(P, Wc)r--.((dqo)* Ir).
Proof: By the definition of 6, we have p(Sq(p), WC) = 6,. p(p, WC) and by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.4' we have
This, together with the above property of R,, proves the lemma.
We are now in a position where we can prove Proposition 2 by giving a convergent sequence of '*jets of coordinates along IV'"" the limit of which is invariant under CD.
Consider TO a section of l7, we can apply the transformation a', as follows: W") ) is a section of II, then a', I; is the section which assigns to p E B'/'" the jet (0, K)P =
@',(h-(q)), where q = (.Sy)-l(p).
We shall prove the following Proposition 2' and then derive Proposition 2 from it. Proof. We shall prove that for some fixed 0 < 2' < d the above sections, restricted to R,. , converge (under the above hypothesis). This is enough because the '. unrestricted limit" equals the iterated "restricted limit" (since if we apply (D,)' to a section over &. , we obtain a section over (.Sq)'(R,.) and lim,, ,((Sq)'R,.)
= WC"). 
~:) '
PdWC C is finite because of the definition of a0 and the fact that Rrp is zero up to order cc((dp), , k)
along W" and has compact support. Take D > C/ 1 -p (this is the same ,U which occurred in Lemma 3.5) and take 0 < 6' < 6 such that (5'
Definition 3.6 (THE SPACE.~~). 9;,is the space of continuoussections K ofII, defined on
. The topology on F,, is given by the following metric: For xi, K~ E F;, , bO(~l, h.?) is the smallest number such that pe(h.i(p), K?(P)) I pO(.xi, ~~)+(p(p, Wc)s((dp)o.kl for all p E r7,. Proof. The map from 9,, to itself, induced by @, is the following: Let K E Se, then (Do K is a section of II, defined over (Sq)(l?,.) 3 R,.; in order to get again an element of F0 we restrict QOh. to R". We call this induced map also a,. Now we show that a0 maps F0 into itself.
Let K E 9,, and p E R,. such that
.& so P(K(~), WC) < 6 (we used here K(P) also for the image point of p under the jet x(p)). Therefore we can apply Lemma 3.5 and obtain:
where q = .Sp(p); we also have PO((@" &A(4), 3,(q)) MCI, v)-*('*'qlo~k) < c (this is the same C we defined in the beginning of the proof of Proposition 2') so
This shows that QO maps 4, into itself.
The fact that QO is contracting follows from Lemma 3.5.
Remark 3.8. Because a0 is a contraction on 9,, , there is a unique x0 E FO such that for any K E SO, lim,_ I) (@,,)i~ = K,,; in particular 3, ( I?,. , and hence 3,, converges to a continuous section of IT,. 
Pro@
We first show that Oi induces a map from gi into itself. We know that this is true for i = 0 (Lemma 3.7) so we can apply induction.
Suppose that Qi_, induces a map from Fi_r into itself. Take K E Yi. Then:
' (P(P* w9> z((d~)o,k)-i for some A(K) and all p E R,. .
We have to show that Qi K, restricted to A?,, , also satisfies the above two conditions. From the induction hypothesis it follows that xi 0 (Di K) = cDi_l(ni 0 K) E Fi-,, SO @i K satisfies (i).
To show that Oi K satisfies condition (ii) we first observe that for p E R,, , sufficiently far away from the origin we have (~i(Si 0 rt, 0 K))(P) = (Si Q Xi0 (@i K))(J) because then V, and .!+ are linear (see " modification of p "). This means that, for p far enough from the origin, Next we show that the images of 3, and Di K, as submanifolds ofJ'((R", WC"). ([w", WC")) have, along 3i( WC) = K( WC) contact of order x((dp),, , k) -i. Because K E Fi, Im(ic) and Im(Gi) have, along Si( WC), contact of order a((dp)O, k) -i (see ( It follows that for any compact L c R,. there is a constant A(~i K, L) such that the inequality in condition (ii) is satisfied for all p E L, with pi K instead of K and A(~i K, L) instead of A(K). Combining this with the observation about "far away" points we see that Qi K satisfies condition (ii). This proves that Oi induces a map from Fi into itself.
Pi
The fact that the map is contracting on fibers follows from Lemma (3.5). (ii) the jet of (aj,)%, in p E WC" can be represented by [p, Fila. Remark. Co-linearizations were obtained by Irwin [3] .
Proof. 
